(Figure 45) Expanded pathway within the historic site (1) In front of caves 1–2 Before expansion (left) and after expansion (right)

(Figure 46) Expanded pathway within the historic site (2) In front of caves 6–11 Before expansion (left) and after expansion (right)
(Figure 47) Expansion work of pathway within the historic site (above left, below left, and below right)

In front of caves 6-11 

(Figure 48) Expanded pathway within the historic site (3) In front of cave 6-11

In front of cave 6-11

Ajanta historic site
(Figure 49) Drainage maintenance work Above cave 16 (left), drainage system carrying water from above cave 1 to side of cave 16.

(Figure 50) Drainage maintenance work at cave 16 During work (left) and after completion (right).